Abstract. We consider a general nonparametric regression model called the compound model. It includes, as special cases, sparse additive regression and nonparametric (or linear) regression with many covariates but possibly a small number of relevant covariates. The compound model is characterized by three main parameters: the structure parameter describing the macroscopic form of the compound function, the microscopic sparsity parameter indicating the maximal number of relevant covariates in each component and the usual smoothness parameter corresponding to the complexity of the members of the compound. We find non-asymptotic minimax rate of convergence of estimators in such a model as a function of these three parameters. We also show that this rate can be attained in an adaptive way.
Introduction
High dimensional statistical inference has known a tremendous development over the past ten years motivated by applications in various fields such as bioinformatics, computer vision, financial engineering. The most intensively investigated models in the context of high-dimensionality are the (generalized) linear models, for which efficient procedures are well known and the theoretical properties are well understood (cf., for instance, [3, 9, 10, 27] ). More recently, increasing interest is demonstrated for studying nonlinear models in high-dimensional setting [15, 11, 7, 20, 25] under various types of sparsity assumption. The present paper introduces a general framework that unifies these studies and describes the theoretical limits of statistical procedures in high-dimensional nonlinear problems.
In order to reduce the technicalities and focus on the main ideas, we consider the Gaussian white noise model, which is known to be asymptotically equivalent, under some natural conditions, to the model of regression [5, 21] , as well as to other nonparametric models [8, 12] . Thus, we assume that we observe a real-valued Gaussian process
will further denote by P f (respectively, by P 0 if f ≡ 0). Alternatively, Y can be considered as a trajectory of the process
where W (x) is a d-parameter Brownian sheet. The parameter ε is assumed known; in the model of regression it corresponds to the quantity σ 2 n −1/2 , where σ 2 is the variance of noise. Without loss of generality, we assume in what follows that 0 < ε < 1.
Notation
First, we introduce some notation. Vectors in finite-dimensional spaces and infinite sequences will be denoted by boldface letters, vector norms will be denoted by | · | while function norms will be denoted by · . Thus, for v = (v 1 , . . . , v d ) ∈ R d we set . We denote by [t] the integer part of a real number t. For a finite set V , we denote by |V | its cardinality. For a vector x ∈ R d and a set of indices V ⊆ {1, . . . , d}, the vector x V ∈ R |V | is defined as the restriction of x to the coordinates with indices belonging to V . For every s ∈ {1, . . . , d} and m ∈ N, we define V For a vector a, we denote by supp(a) the set of indices of its non-zero coordinates. In particular, the support supp(η) of a binary vector
s,m is the set of V 's such that η V = 1.
Compound functional model
In this paper we impose the following assumption on the unknown function f .
Compound functional model:
There exists an integer s ∈ {1, . . . , d}, a binary sequence
and a constantf such that
The functions f V are called the atoms of the compound model.
The atoms f V are assumed to be sufficiently regular, namely, each f V is an element of a suitable functional class Σ V . In particular, one can consider a smoothness class Σ V and more specifically the Sobolev ball of functions of s variables 1 . In what follows, we will mainly deal with this example.
where such that every set V from supp(η) has a non-empty intersection with at most one other set from supp(η).
It is clear from the definition that the parameters η, {f V } V ∈supp(η) are not identifiable. Indeed, two different collections η, {f V } V ∈supp(η) and η, {f V } V ∈supp(η) may lead to the same compound function f . Of course, this is not necessarily an issue as long as only the problem of estimating f is considered.
We now define the Sobolev classes of functions of many variables that will play the role of Σ V .
Consider an orthonormal system of functions
We assume that the system {ϕ j } and the setB are such that
for all η ∈B and all square-summable arrays (θ j,V , (j,
, where C * > 0 is a constant independent of s, m and d. For example, this condition holds with C * = 1 ifB is the set of all η ∈ B d s,m such that V ∈ supp(η) are pairwise disjoint and with C * = 3/2 ifB is the set of all
s,m such that every set V from supp(η) has a non-empty intersection with at most one other set from supp(η).
One example of {ϕ j } j∈Z d is a tensor product orthonormal basis:
where
. Specifically, we can take the trigonometric basis with
For any set of indices V ⊆ {1, . . . , d} and any β > 0, L > 0, we define the Sobolev class of functions
Assuming that {ϕ j } is the trigonometric basis and f is periodic with period one in each coordinate, i.e., f (x + j) = f (x) for every x ∈ R d and every j ∈ Z d , the condition f V ∈ W V (β, L) can be interpreted as the square integrability of all partial derivatives of f V up to the order β.
Let us give some examples of compound models.
-Additive models are the special case s = 1 of compound models. Here, additive models are understood in a wider sense than originally defined by Stone [24] . Namely, for s = 1 we have the model
where J is any (unknown) subset of indices and not necessarily J = {1, . . . , d}. Estimation and testing problems in this model when the atoms belong to some smoothness classes have been studied in Ingster and Lepski [13] , Meier et al. [18] , Koltchinskii and Yuan [15] , Raskutti et al. [20] , Gayraud and Ingster [11] , Suzuki [25] . -Single atom models are the special case m = 1 of compound models. If m = 1 we have f (x) = f V (x V ) for some unknown V ⊆ {1, . . . , d}, i.e., there exists only one set V for which η V = 1, and |V | ≤ s. Estimation and variable selection in this model were considered by Bertin and Lecué [2] , Comminges and Dalalyan [6] , Lorenzo Rosasco [17] . The case of small s and large d is particularly interesting in the context of sparsity. In a parametric model, when f V is a linear function, we are back to the sparse high-dimensional linear regression setting, which has been extensively studied, see, e.g., [27] . -Tensor product models. Let A be a given finite subset of Z, and assume that ϕ j is a tensor product basis defined by (3) . Consider the following parametric class of functions
We say that function f satisfies the tensor product model if it belongs to the set T η (A) for some η ∈B. We define
Important examples are sparse high-dimensional multilinear/polynomial systems. Motivated respectively by applications in genetics and signal processing, they have been recently studied by Nazer and Nowak [19] in the context of compressed sensing without noise and by Kekatos and Giannakis [14] in the case where the observations are corrupted by a Gaussian noise. With our notation, the models they considered are the tensor product models with A = {0, 1} (linear basis functions ϕ j ) in the multilinear model of [19] and A = {−1, 0, 1} in the Volterra filtering problem of [14] (second-order Volterra systems with
). More generally, the set A should be of small cardinality to guarantee efficient dimension reduction. Another approach is to introduce hierarchical structures on the coefficients of tensor product representation [4, 1] .
In what follows, we assume that f belongs to the functional class F s,m (Σ) where either
The compound model is described by three main parameters, which are the dimension m that we call the macroscopic parameter and that characterizes the complexity of possible structure vectors η, the dimension s of atoms in the compound that we call the microscopic parameter, and the complexity of functional class Σ. The latter can be described by entropy numbers of Σ in convenient norms, and in the particular case of Sobolev classes, it is naturally characterized by the smoothness parameter β. The integers m and s are "effective dimension" parameters. As soon as they grow, the structure becomes less pronounced and the compound model approaches the global nonparametric regression in dimension d, which is known to suffer from the curse of dimensionality already for moderate d. Therefore, an interesting case is the sparsity scenario where s and/or m are small.
Overview of the results and relation to the previous work
Several statistical problems arise naturally in the context of compound functional model.
Estimation of f . This is the subject of the present paper. We measure the risk of arbitrary estimator f ε by its mean integrated squared error
and we study the minimax risk inf
where inf fε denotes the minimum over all estimators. A first general question is to establish the minimax rates of estimation, i.e., to find values ψ s,m,ε (Σ) such that
when Σ is a Sobolev, Hölder or other class of functions. A second question is to construct optimal estimators in a minimax sense, i.e., estimators f ε such that
for some constant C independent of s, m, ε and Σ. Some results on minimax rates of estimation of f are available only for the case s = 1 (cf. the discussion below). Finally, a third question that we address here is whether the optimal rate can be attained adaptively, i.e., whether one can construct an estimator f ε that satisfies (7) simultaneously for all s, m, β and L when Σ = W (β, L). We will show that the answer to this question is positive.
, there exists only one set V for which η V = 1 (a single atom model). Then it is of interest to identify V under the constraint |V | ≤ s. In particular, d can be very large while s can be small. This corresponds to estimating the relevant covariates and generalizes the problem of selection of sparsity pattern in linear regression. An estimator V n ⊆ {1, . . . , d} of V is considered as good, if the probability P( V n = V ) is close to one.
Hypotheses testing (detection):
The problem is to test the hypothesis H 0 : f ≡ 0 (no signal) against the alternative
Here, it is interesting to characterize the minimax rates of separation r > 0 in terms of s, m and Σ.
Some of the above three problems have been studied in the literature for special cases s = 1 (additive model) and m = 1 (single atom model). Ingster and Lepski [13] studied the problem of testing in additive model and provided asymptotic minimax rates of separation. Sharp asymptotic optimality under additional assumptions in the same problem was obtained by Gayraud and Ingster [11] . Recently, Comminges and Dalalyan [6] established tight conditions for variable selection in the single atom model. We also mention an earlier work of Bertin and Lecué [2] dealing with variable selection.
The problem of estimation has been also considered for additive model and class Σ defined as a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, cf. Koltchinskii and Yuan [15] , Raskutti et al. [20] . In particular, these papers showed that if s = 1 and Σ = W (β, L) is a Sobolev class, then there is an estimator of f for which the mean integrated squared error converges to zero at the rate
Furthermore, Raskutti et al. [20, Thm. 2] provided the following lower bound on the minimax risk:
Note that when m is proportional to d, this lower bound departs from the upper bound in a logarithmic way. It should also be noted that the upper bounds in these papers are achieved by estimators that are not adaptive in the sense that they require the knowledge of the smoothness index β.
In this paper, we establish non-asymptotic upper and lower bounds on the minimax risk for the model with Sobolev smoothness class Σ = W (β, L). We will prove that, up to a multiplicative constant, the minimax risk behaves itself as
(we assume here d/(sm 1/s ) > 1, otherwise a constant factor greater than 1 should be inserted under the logarithm, cf. the results below). In addition, we demonstrate that this rate can be reached in an adaptive way that is without the knowledge of β, s, and m. The rate (10) is nonasymptotic, which explains, in particular, the presence of minimum with constant L in (10). For s = 1, i.e., for the additive regression model, our rate matches the lower bound of [20] .
. . , d} (the single atom model), the minimax rate of convergence takes the form
This rate accounts for two effects, namely, the accuracy of nonparametric estimation of f for fixed macroscopic structure parameter η, cf. the first term ∼ ε 4β/(2β+s) , and the complexity of the structure itself (irrespective to the nonparametric nature of microscopic components f V (x V )). In particular, the second term ∼ sε 2 log(d/s) in (11) coincides with the optimal rate of prediction in linear regression model under the standard sparsity assumption. This is what we obtain in the limiting case when β tends to infinity. It is important to note that the optimal rates depend only logarithmically on the ambient dimension d. Thus, even if d is large, the rate optimal estimators achieve nice performance under the sparsity scenario when s and m are small.
The estimator and upper bounds on the minimax risk
In this section, we suggest an estimator attaining the minimax rate. It is constructed in the following two steps.
Constructing weak estimators. At this step, we proceed as if the macroscopic structure parameter η were known. The goal is to provide for each η a family of "simple" estimators of f containing a rate-minimax one. To this end, we project Y onto the basis functions {ϕ j : |j| ∞ ≤ ε −2 } and denote
We proceed at this step as if η was known and denote by V 1 , . . . , V m the elements of the support of η. Let us fix an integer-valued vector t = (t V ℓ , ℓ = 1, . . . , m) ∈ [0, ε −2 ] m and set
, where θ t,η,0 = Y 0 and
Based on these estimators of the coefficients of f , we recover the function f using the estimator
Smoothness-and structure-adaptive estimation: The goal in this step is to combine the weak estimators { f t,η } t,η in order to get a structure and smoothness adaptive estimator of f with a risk which is as small as possible. To this end, we use a version of exponentially weighted aggregate [16, 9, 10] in the spirit of sparsity pattern aggregation as described in [22, 23] . More precisely, for every pair of integers (s, m) such that s ∈ {1, . . . , d} and m ∈ {1, . . . , M d,s }, we define prior probabilities for (t,
For
where the summations (t,η) and (t,η) correspond to (t,
Note that each θ t,η is a projection estimator of the vector θ = (θ j [f ]) j∈Z d . Hence, f ε is a convex combination of projection estimators. We also note that, to construct f ε , we only need to know ε and d. Therefore, the estimator is adaptive to all other parameters of the model, such as s, m, the parameters that define the class Σ and the choice of a particular subsetB of B The following theorem gives an upper bound on the risk of the estimator f ε when Σ = W (β, L). 
Proof. Since the functions ϕ j are orthonormal, Y ε is composed of independent Gaussian random variables with common variance equal to ε 2 . Therefore, using [16, Cor. 6] we obtain that the estimator f ε satisfies, for all f ,
where the minimum is taken over all (t, η) ∈ s,m { 0, ε −2 m × B 
Take now any f ∈ F s,m (W (β, L)), and let η * ∈B ⊆ B d s,m be such that f ∈ F η * (W (β, L)). Then it follows from (15) that
Note that for all d, s ∈ N such that s ≤ d we have
Also, we have the following bound on the risk of estimator f t,η for each η ∈B and for an appropriate choice of the bandwidth parameter t ∈ 0, ε −2 m .
Proof of this lemma is given in the appendix.
Combining (17) with (18) and (19) yields the following upper bound on the risk of f ε :
where C β > 0 is a constant depending only on β. The assumptions of the theorem guarantee that
2β+s , so that the desired result follows from (16) and the last display.
The behavior of the estimator f ε in the case Σ = T A is described in the next theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2 follows the same lines as that of Theorem 1. We take f ∈ F s,m (T A ), and let η * ∈B ⊆ B d s,m be such that f ∈ F η * (T A ). Let t * ∈ R m be the vector with all coordinates equal to k. Then the same argument as in (17) yields
We can write supp(η * ) = {V 1 , . . . , V m } where |V ℓ | ≤ s. Since the model is parametric, there is no bias term in the expression for the risk on the right hand side of (21) and we have (cf. (28)):
Together with (21) , this implies (20) .
The bound of Theorem 2 is particularly interesting when k and s are small. For the examples of multilinear and polynomial systems [19, 14] we have k = 1. We also note that the result is much better than what can be obtained by using the Lasso. Indeed, consider the simplest case of single atom tensor product model (m = 1). Since we do not know s, we need to run the Lasso in the dimension p = k d and we can only guarantee the rate ε 2 log p = dε 2 log k, which is linear in the dimension d. If d is very large and s ≪ d, this is much slower than the rate of Theorem 2.
Lower bound
In this section, we prove a minimax lower bound on the risk of any estimator over the class F s,m (W (β, L)). We will assume that {ϕ j } is the tensor-product trigonometric basis andB =B (2) holds with equality and C * = 1. We will split the proof into two steps. First, we establish a lower bound on the minimax risk in the case of known structure η, i.e., when f belongs to the class F η (W (β, L)) for some known parameters η ∈B and β, L > 0. We will show that the minimax risk tends to zero with the rate not faster than mε 4β/(2β+s) . In a second step, we will prove that if η is unknown, then the minimax rate is bounded from below by msε 2 (1 + log(d/(sm 1/s ))) if the function f belongs to F η (Θ) for a set Θ spanned by the tensor products involving only the functions ϕ 1 and ϕ −1 of various arguments. 
Lower bound for known structure η
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that m = 1. We will also assume that L = 1 (this is without loss of generality as well, since we can replace ε by ε/ √ L and by our assumption this quantity is less than 1). After a renumbering if needed, we can assume that η is such that η V = 1 for V = {1, . . . , s} and η V = 0 for V = {1, . . . , s}.
Let t be an integer not smaller than 4. Then, the set I of all multi-indices k ∈ Z s satisfying |k| ∞ ≤ t is of cardinality |I| ≥ 9. For any ω = (ω k , k ∈ I) ∈ {0, 1} I , we set
, is an element of the tensor-product trigonometric basis and γ > 0 is a parameter to be chosen later. In view of the orthonormality of the basis functions ϕ k , we have
Therefore, we have k |k|
2β+s . Thus, the condition γ 2 (2t + 1) 2β+s ≤ 1 ensures that all the functions f ω belong to W (β, 1).
Furthermore, for two vectors ω, ω ′ ∈ {0, 1} I we have
Note that the entries of the vectors ω, ω ′ are either 0 or 1, therefore the ℓ 1 distance between these vectors coincides with the Hamming distance. According to the Varshamov-Gilbert lemma [26, Lemma 2.9], there exists a set Ω ⊂ {0, 1}
I of cardinality at least 2 |I|/8 such that it contains the zero element and the pairwise distances |ω − ω ′ | 1 are at least |I|/8 for any pair ω, ω ′ ∈ Ω.
We can now apply Theorem 2.7 from [26] that asserts that if, for some τ > 0, we have min ω,ω ′ ∈Ω f ω − f ω ′ 2 ≥ 2τ > 0, and
for some absolute constant c ′ > 0. In our case, we set τ = γ |I|/32. Combining (22) and the fact that the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the Gaussian measures P f and P g is given by
, we obtain (23) is satisfied and τ 2 = γ 2 (2t + 1) s /32 is a lower bound on the rate of convergence of the minimax risk.
To finish the proof, it suffices to choose t ∈ N and γ > 0 satisfying the following three conditions:
] all these conditions are satisfied and τ 2 ≥ c 1 ε 4β/(2β+s) for some absolute positive constant c 1 .
Lower bound for unknown structure η

Proposition 2. Let the assumptions of Proposition 1 be satisfied. Then there exists an absolute constant
Proof. We use again Theorem 2.7 in [26] but with a choice of the finite subset of 
we associate a family of functions U = {f k,ω : ω ∈ {−1, 1} ms , k = 1, . . . , K} defined by
where τ = (1/4) min ε √ ms log 2 + log K, √ L and ϕ ω,V (x V ) = j∈V ϕ ωj (x j ). Using that {ϕ j } is the tensor-product trigonometric basis it is easy to see that each f k,ω belongs to F s,m (W (β, L)). Next, |U| = 2 ms K and, for any f k,ω ∈ U, the Kullback-Leibler divergence between P f k,ω and P 0 is equal to
16 . Furthermore, the functions f k,ω are not too close to each other. Indeed, since {ϕ j } is the tensor-product trigonometric basis we get that,
These remarks and Theorem 2.7 in [26] imply that
for some absolute constant c 3 > 0. Assume first that d < 4sm 1/s . Then ms log 2 ≥ 
This yields
It is easy to check that m log (8/7)e 7/8 s (24) and (25) we get the result.
Discussion and outlook
We presented a new framework, called the compound functional model, for performing various statistical tasks such as prediction, estimation and testing in the context of high dimension. We studied the problem of estimation in this model from a minimax point of view when the data are generated by a Gaussian process. We established upper and lower bounds on the minimax risk that match up to a multiplicative constant. These bounds are nonasymptotic and are attained adaptively with respect to the macroscopic and microscopic sparsity parameters m and s, as well as to the complexity of the atoms of the model. In particular, we improve in several aspects upon the existing results for the sparse additive model, which is a special case of the compound functional model (only for this case the rates were previously explicitly treated in the literature):
-The exact expression for the optimal rate that we obtain reveals that the existing methods for the sparse additive model based on penalized least squares techniques have logarithmically suboptimal rates. -On the difference from most of the previous work, we do not require restricted isometry type assumptions on the subspaces of the additive model; we need only a much weaker one-sided condition (2) . Possible extensions to general compound model based on the existing literature would again suffer from the rate suboptimality and require such type of extra conditions. -When specialized to the sparse additive model, our results are adaptive with respect to the smoothness of the atoms, while all the previous work about the rates considered the smoothness (or the reproducing kernel) as given in advance.
For the general compound model, the main difficulty is in the proof of the lower bounds of the order msε 2 log(d/(sm 1/s )) that are not covered by the standard tools such as the VarshamovGilbert lemma or k-selection lemma. Therefore, we developed here new tools for the lower bounds that can be of independent interest. An important issue that remained out of scope of the present work but is undeniably worth studying is the possibility of achieving the minimax rates by computationally tractable procedures. Clearly, the complexity of exact computation of the procedure described in Section 3 scales as ε −2m 2 M d,s , which is prohibitively large for typical values of d, s and m. It is possible, however, to approximate our estimator by using a Markov Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) algorithm similar to that of [22, 23] . The idea is to begin with an initial state (t 0 , η 0 ) and to randomly generate a new candidate (u, ζ) according to the distribution q(·|t 0 , η 0 ), where q(·|·) is a given Markov kernel. Then, a Bernoulli random variable ξ with probability of the output 1 equal to α = 1 ∧ π(u,ζ) π(t,η) q(t,η|u,ζ) q(u,ζ|t,η) is drawn and a new state (t 1 ,
This procedure is repeated K times producing thus a realization {(t k , η k ); k = 0, . . . , K} of a reversible Markov chain. Then, the average value 
In the right-hand side of (26) , the first summand is the variance term, while the second summand is the bias term of the risk. We bound these two terms separately. For the bias contribution to the risk, we find:
If t ℓ ≥ 1, then the variance contribution to the risk is bounded as follows:
where we have used that t ℓ ≤ (L/3 |V ℓ | ε 2 ) 1/(2β+|V ℓ |) and |V ℓ | ≤ s. Finally, note that condition log(ε −2 ) ≥ (2β) −1 log(L) implies that Lε 4β < L s/(2β+s) ε 4β/(2β+s) in (27) . Thus, inequality (26) together with (27) and (28) yields the lemma in the case t ℓ ≥ 1. If t ℓ < 1, i.e., t ℓ = 0, the same arguments imply that the bias is bounded by L and the variance is bounded by ε 2 . Since L > ε 2 , the right-hand side of (26) is bounded by (1 + C * )L. One can check that t ℓ equals 0 only if L < 3 s ε −2 , and in this case L = L s/(2β+s) L 2β/(2β+s) ≤ L s/(2β+s) ε 4β/(2β+s) 3 2βs/(2β+s) ≤ 3 2β∧s L s/(2β+s) ε −4β/(2β+s) . This completes the proof.
B. Proof of Lemma 2
Prior to presenting a proof of Lemma 2, we need an additional result. 
